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Abstract: In the existing cancellable finger vein template protection schemes, the original biometric
features cannot be well protected, which results in poor security. In addition, the performance of
matching recognition performances after generating a cancellable template is poor. Therefore, a dual
hashing index cancellable finger vein template protection based on Gaussian random mapping is
proposed in this study. The scheme is divided into an enrollment stage and a verification stage. In
the two stages, symmetric data encryption technology was used to generate encryption templates for
matching. In the enrollment stage, first, the extracted finger vein features were duplicated to obtain
an extended feature vector; then, this extended vector was uniformly and randomly permuted to
obtain a permutation feature vector. The above two vectors were combined into a two-dimensional
feature matrix. The extended and permuted feature vector made full use of the original biometric
features and further enhanced the non-invertibility. Second, a random Gaussian projection vector
with m × q dimensions was generated, and a random orthogonal projection matrix was generated by
the Schmidt orthogonalization of the previously generated random vector. This approach accurately
transferred the characteristics of the biometric features to another feature space and ensured that the
biological template is revocable. Finally, the inner product of the two-dimensional feature vector
and random orthogonal projection matrix was obtained and superimposed into a row. The dual
index values of the largest and second largest values were repeated m times to obtain a hash code for
matching. The secondary maximum value index was introduced to adjust the error generated by
the random matrix, which improved the recognition rate of the algorithm. In the verification stage,
another hash code for matching was generated based on symmetric data encryption technology, and
then the two hash codes were cross matched to obtain the final matching result. The experimental
results show that this scheme attains good recognition performance with the PolyU and SDUMLA-FV
databases, that it meets the design standard for cancellable biometric identification, and that it is
robust to security and privacy attacks.

Keywords: finger vein; hashing index; cancellable template protection; biometric recognition

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of biometric technology, biometric recognition has become
widely used in various fields. However, the security and privacy of biometric templates
when stolen or leaked has become a critical topic of concern to the public [1]. Due to the
uniqueness and non-renewability of biometrics, if a template leaks, information loss is
permanent. Biometric template protection can be divided into cancellable biometrics [2]
and biometric cryptosystem [3]. This study considers the former. The goal of cancellable
template protection is to map the original biometric features to a new feature space for
encryption purposes. The cancellable template protection scheme should meet four criteria,
as follows: (1) Non-invertibility: no matter whether there is auxiliary data or not, the
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original biometric template cannot be derived from a single instance or multiple instances
of the protected template, which improves the security of the template. (2) Revocability:
new templates can be generated by changing relevant parameters to replace old templates
(including stolen or damaged templates) for matching. (3) Unlinkability: the encrypted tem-
plate is independent of the original biometric, and it is difficult to distinguish one or more
encrypted templates from the same biometric, that is, cross-matching is not possible. (4) Per-
formance maintenance: the recognition rate of the cancellable biometric templates obtained
after encryption must be approximately consistent with that of the original features.

A block diagram for a generic cancellable biometric recognition system is shown in
Figure 1. The block diagram shown here is general and concise. Almost all the cancellable
biometric template protection algorithms can be summarized as follows. The unique and
key point of each algorithm lies in the transformation process. It is important that after the
transformation, the accuracy of the original biometric recognition can be maintained, and
the requirements of the cancellable templates can be achieved.
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The generic cancellable biometric template protection scheme is applicable not only to
finger veins but also to other biometric modes, such as face or iris recognition. Teoh et al. [4]
proposed BioHash, and an improved cancellable template algorithm based on BioHash
was successfully applied to a palmprint, a fingerprint, gait, and facial features. BioHash
is essentially a quantized underdetermined linear equation system that can be partially
solved by pseudoinverse operation [5]; therefore, its degree of non-invertibility is low.
Rathgeb et al. [6] proposed an improved Bloom filter that can be applied to iris, face, and
fingerprint features. In this method, multiple elements are mapped to the same element in
the Bloom filter, forming a many-to-one mapping that satisfies the non-invertibility require-
ment and is revocable using application-specific parameters T. However, as addressed [7,8],
the modified Bloom filter does not satisfy the unlinkability requirement and is vulnerable
to malevolent attacks. Jin et al. [9] proposed Index-of-Max (IoM) hashing, which is based
on Gaussian random projection (GRP-based IoM) with multiple random projections that
record the maximum hash index value, and the uniform random permutation-based IoM
(URP-based IoM) method, which records the maximum index value. These techniques
can be applied to iris and palmprint recognition in binary form and to face features in
fixed length vector form. Using externally generated random parameters, IoM hashing
transforms real valued biometric vectors into discrete index (maximum sort) hash codes.

The generic cancellable biometric template protection scheme can be applied to a
variety of specific biometric schemes because it is not constrained by any specific biometric
form. Consequently, the generic template is more widely used than specific biometric
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template protection schemes. However, the current generic cancellable template protec-
tion scheme still exhibits some problems. The scheme proposed in this study addresses
these problems and improves the recognition rate and security of the generic cancellable
template scheme.

The cancellable finger vein template protects the input finger vein features. The
fuzzy commitment scheme (FCS) [10] is an example of the direct application of biometric
encryption for binary finger vein data. Similarly, both cancellable biometrics and biometric
encryption have been applied to binary finger vein features [11]: in this method, a group
of Gabor filters are first used to extract the finger vein features; then, PCA is used to
reduce the dimension, and a BioHash cancellable biometric scheme is used to binarize
the obtained coefficients. Finally, FCS is used for processing. Another method combined
revocable biometrics and biometric encryption [12]. That study also applied BioHash to
features generated by a Gabor filter and subsequent LDA; then, the binary strings were
processed by FCS. Finally, a fuzzy vault scheme was implemented for the processed strings.
The technology developed in the context of fingerprint detail representation has been
transferred to finger vein detail representation, namely, finger vein detail cylinder code [13]
and finger vein spectrum detail representation [14]. The representation of the latter is
binarized and then input into a Bloom filter to generate a cancellable biometric recognition
scheme that avoids the need for position correction [15] during template comparison.

Cancellable biometric template protection algorithms can be divided into a two-factor
cancellable feature template protection algorithm and a one-factor cancellable feature
template protection algorithm. The difference between the two is whether external factors
participate. As the name suggests, two-factor has external factors and original biometric
features to participate in the transformation of the algorithm to assist biometric encryption,
while one-factor has no external factors to participate. This paper belongs to two-factor
cancellable biometrics. General cancellable biometric scheme refers to a scheme that is
applicable to other biometric methods (such as face and iris). This study proposes a general
cancelable biometric scheme that can protect any biometric as long as the biometric exists
in decimal form. As the finger vein is located inside the finger, it is not damaged by
epidermis compared with fingerprint palmprint recognition, and the non-contact collection
and authentication process has very low exclusion for users, which is safe and hygienic.
Compared with iris recognition [16–18] and face recognition, its acquisition process is very
friendly. Therefore, the modal of the finger vein is the subject of this study.

Cancellable biometric templates balance performance and non-invertibility because
strict non-invertibility means that information needs to be irretrievable after conversion.
However, accuracy can be maintained only by retaining the discriminative information from
the original template. Therefore, the recognition rate of cancellable finger vein template pro-
tection algorithms must be improved to meet the design standards of cancellable biometric
recognition. This study proposes a cancellable finger vein template protection scheme
based on the GRP-based IoM authentication system framework [9], named the dual hashing
index cancellable finger vein template based on Gaussian random mapping (GRP-DHI).

In GRP-DHI, the DHI is driven by locality sensitive hashing (LSH) [19] that stems
from the information retrieval field. GRP-DHI, which is a special example of an LSH
series, can ensure the matching accuracy after hashing. Here, the essence of Gaussian
random mapping is to multiply the eigenvector and Gaussian random matrix, that is,
the original eigenvector is randomly mapped to another space. The DHI has a nonlinear
conversion from real valued biometrics to discrete index hashed codes that effectively
protect biometric data from inversion. The discrete index representation of DHI hashed
codes has many advantages. For example, DHI technology can hide biometric information
well, and it provides a solid foundation for irreversibility; the DHI is not sensitive to the
size of feature values; therefore, it is more robust to changes in biometric characteristics.
The size independence of the DHI also makes the hashed code scale invariant, which is
important for matching and feature alignment tasks.

The main contributions of this study are as follows:
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(1) We propose to transform the one-dimensional finger vein feature vector into a two-
dimensional finger vein feature matrix by means of duplicate expansion and replace-
ment. In terms of replication and expansion, the two-dimensional finger vein feature
matrix makes full use of the limited original biological features to highlight the similar-
ity of the same finger vein feature vector; in terms of dimensions, the two-dimensional
feature matrix is proposed because it solves the problem of blindly pursuing repli-
cation and expansion, which leads to the one-dimensional biological feature vector
being too long and cumbersome. The two-dimensional finger vein feature matrix
breaks the general thinking mode of the one-dimensional feature vector and further
enhances the non-invertibility.

(2) We propose to perform the Schmidt orthogonalization of randomly generated m times
q-dimensional random Gaussian projection vectors to generate a random orthogonal
projection matrix, and then multiply the random orthogonal projection matrix with
the finger vein feature matrix. Using a random orthogonal projection matrix can better
transfer the feature of the biological feature to another feature space, can improve the
matching rate, and ensure the revocability of the biological feature template.

(3) We propose a dual hashing index, which uses the largest and second largest hashing
indexes to generate two cancellable finger vein templates for matching. This can solve
the difference in the maximum hashing index of two samples of the same kind caused
by the random matrix, thereby further improving the recognition performance.

The presented experiments and discussions demonstrate that, when the proposed
cancellable biometric template protection scheme is applied to the PolyU and SDUMLA-FV
finger vein databases, it achieves higher recognition rates and offers greater security than
other schemes do.

2. Related Work

This section briefly introduces the work related to the proposed GRP-DHI scheme,
including locality sensitive hashing (LSH), winner-takes-all (WTA) [20] hashing for data
retrieval, random maxout features (RMF) [21] for data classification, and Index-of-Max
hashing based on Gaussian random projection (GRP-based IoM).

2.1. Locality Sensitive Hashing

The role of LSH is to reduce the dimension of high-dimensional data. This is achieved
mainly by hashing the input items, since similar items are likely to be hashed into the same
“bucket” and because the number of “buckets” is much smaller than the number of input
items. Therefore, LSH should maximize the likelihood that similar items will be hashed
into the same “bucket”, thereby reducing the dimension of the data. The LSH family H is
calculated as follows:

Ph∈H(hi(X) = hi(Y)) ≤ P1, i f S(X, Y) < R1

Ph∈H(hi(X) = hi(Y)) ≤ P2, i f S(X, Y) > R2
(1)

A probability distribution LSH of function family H based on hash functions h is:

Ph∈H [h(X) = h(Y)] = S(X, Y) (2)

where S is the similarity function [22] defined on the set of objects X and Y.
LSH mainly hashes object sets X and Y using the function hi in the family of functions

H. The function hi makes the collision probability of X and Y more reasonable. LSH ensures
a higher collision probability after hashes of X and Y with high similarity. Otherwise, the
collision probability is lower.

2.2. Winner-Takes-All Hashing

WTA hashing is based on partial order statistics that calculate an ordered embedding
of input data. In other words, WTA is not based on the values of the input data (including
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absolute values and so on), but rather is a nonlinear transformation based on implicit
order. Therefore, it reduces the interference of numerical types to a certain extent and can
compare the internal similarity between items well. The steps of the WTA hashing process
are as follows:

(1) Perform H random permutations on input vector x ∈ Rd (d is the dimension of the
input vector).

(2) Select the first k terms of x after permutation;
(3) Select the largest element in the above k terms;
(4) Record the corresponding index values in bits;
(5) Repeat steps 1–4 m times to generate a hash code of length m, which can be expressed

as mdlog2 ke.

2.3. Random Maxout Features

The RMF, proposed by Mroueh et al., is a simple and efficient nonlinear feature
mapping that approximates the functions of interest.

Let
{

Wi
j ∈ Rd

∣∣∣i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , q
}

be an iid standard Gaussian random vector
drawn from N(0, Id).

For x ∈ Rd, the RMF is defined as follows:

ϕi(x) = max
j=1,...,q

〈Wi
j , x〉, i = 1, . . . , m (3)

The set of m RMFS produces the following RMF vector:

Φ(x) =
1√
m
[ϕ1(x), . . . , ϕm(x)] ∈ Rm (4)

2.4. Index-of-Max Hashing Based on Gaussian Random Projection

GRP-based IoM hashing can be simplified into two steps as follows, and the pseudo
code is given in Algorithm 1.

(1) Given the fingerprint vector x ∈ Rd, a Gaussian projection vector of m× q dimensions
is generated as follows:

{Wi
j ∈ Rd

∣∣∣i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , q} ∼ N(0, Id) (5)

forming the following random Gaussian projection matrix:

Wi =
[
Wi

1, . . . , Wi
q

]
(6)

(2) The m index values of the maximum value calculated from the following:

ϕi(x) = arg max
j=1,...,q

〈Wi
j , x〉 (7)

are recorded as ti.

Therefore, the GRP-based IoM hash code is as follows:

tGRP = {ti ∈ [1, q]|i = 1, . . . , m} (8)
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Algorithm 1 GRP-based IoM algorithm

Input: Feature vector x ∈ Rd with d dimensions, the number of Gaussian random matrices m, and
the number of Gaussian random projection vectors q.
Output: Hashed code tGRP = {ti ∈ [1, q]|i = 1, . . . , m}
1 Generate m Gaussian random matrices. Wi =

[
Wi

1, . . . , Wi
q

]
, i = 1, . . . , m.

2 Initialize the i-th hashed code ti = 0.

3
Perform random projection and record the maximum index in the projected
feature vector.

4 for k = 1: m
5 xk = Wkx
6 Find xk

j = max
(

xk
)

, j = 1, . . . , q

7 Then, ti = j(j is the index of xk)
8 end for

The GRP-based IoM is different from the RMF; the representation of the former encodes
the index of the maximum value of ϕi(x), while the latter only encodes the maximum value
of ϕi(x). In short, GRP embeds a fingerprint vector into a q-dimensional random Gaussian
subspace and obtains the index of the maximum projection feature. From the perspective
of LSH, h(·) is equivalent to a hashing term in random space. This process is repeated using
m independent Gaussian random matrices, generating a set of m maximum hash indexes.
Therefore, the GRP hashed code retains the Euclidean pairing distance in the subspace of
projection, Rq, which refers to the distance/similarity function in LSH.

3. Methodology

In this study, the GRP-DHI scheme took the finger vein features as the input and used
the feature extraction method of finger vein image in reference [23].

The following steps were used for the finger vein feature vector extraction: (1) Finger
vein image preprocessing. Firstly, a Gaussian filter was used to obtain the denoised
finger vein image, and then a Sobel operator was used to convolute the image to obtain
the gradient components of each pixel in the vertical and horizontal directions; (2) The
gradient amplitude was detected based on the edge. Different symbols were given to the
gradient amplitude of different edge points to reflect the position difference of different
pixels, and the points with the same gradient amplitude but different positions were
distinguished in order to effectively improve the discrimination of differential excitation;
(3) Using double Gabor direction. The Gabor filter convoluted the finger vein image,
extracted the double Gabor direction information, and delimited a direction interval for the
finger vein ridge, which is more robust to translation and rotation; (4) Joint distribution
feature extraction. The two-dimensional features were constructed by combining the
differential excitation diagram with each direction diagram to generate two-dimensional
feature vectors; (5) Feature vector dimension reduction. The variance was controlled to
respectively reduce the dimensionality of the feature vector in each direction, and each
sample generated a feature vector after the dimensionality reduction in two directions;
(6) Canonical correlation analysis. The correlation of feature vectors was maximized in two
different directions. Finally, DVCG converted a finger vein image into a 462-dimensional
feature vector. The specific steps are shown in Figure 2.

In the following sections of this paper, the implementation steps of the algorithm are
introduced in detail, and then, the matching process of the hash code is analyzed. Finally,
the generation of a general cancellable template is briefly described. For quick reference,
the main notations are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Notations and descriptions.

Notation Description

H Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) family
h LSH function h ∈ H
X Finger vein feature vector x ∈ Rd

S(X,Y) Similarity function on object X and Y
m Number of Gaussian random matrices
q Number of Gaussian random projection vector
n Multiple of expansion

t1, t2 Largest and second largest hashed index template

3.1. Dual Hashing Index Based on Gaussian Random Mapping (GRP-DHI)

The DHI is a cancellable biometric method that can be regarded as a special example
of LSH. The local sensitive function h(·) refers to a q-dimensional random projection in the
GRP-DHI implementation. The DHI nonlinearly embeds biometrics into the ranking metric
space of the LSH-based similarity function S.

The key part of GRP-DHI was to form a two-dimensional feature matrix by expanding
and randomly permuting the original biometric feature vector, and then to further process
it through the random orthogonal matrix. Finally, the largest and second largest hashed
codes were obtained for matching. Figure 3 shows the whole transformation process of
generating hashed code. The four steps of GRP-DHI are as follows, and the pseudo code is
given in Algorithm 2.

(1) Given a finger vein vector x ∈ Rd, x ∈ Rd was copied n times to form an extended
feature vector x ∈ Rdn, where n is a system parameter. This step increased the length
of the original biometric vector, copied and expanded the original limited biometric
vector, and increased the data of each sample eigenvector, to ensure the original
biometric could be fully utilized in the subsequent transformation process.

(2) The extended feature vector x was uniformly and randomly replaced to obtain a
permutation feature vector x′. At this time, the synthesized two-dimensional feature
matrix was used as the input of the algorithm, and the extended feature vector x
and its randomly replaced x′ were combined up and down into a two-dimensional
matrix, which made the similarity between intraclass finger vein feature vectors more
prominent, and the random replacement of the feature vector was introduced to
further increase its non-invertibility. This made full preparations for the next accuracy
requirements and safety analysis.

(3) A Gaussian projection vector with m× q dimensions was generated:

{Wi
j ∈ Rd

∣∣∣i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , q} ∼ N(0, Id) (9)
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and Schmidt orthogonalization was applied to the random vectors to generate the
following random orthogonal projection matrix:

Wi =
[
Wi

1, . . . , Wi
q

]
(10)

The Gaussian orthogonal projection matrix can better maintain the distance invariance
between feature vectors, that is, retain more information between original features after
transformation, and ensure the accuracy of authentication results in the transformation
domain, that is, achieve a more stable recognition performance. In addition, the orthogonal
random projection matrix is randomly generated, which makes the algorithm revocable.
When the encrypted template is damaged or stolen, we can regenerate the Gaussian
random orthogonal projection matrix, and then execute the algorithm to obtain a new
encrypted template.

(4) Based on the two rows’ inner product values generated by the following:

ϕi(x) = arg max
j=1,...,q

〈Wi
j , x〉 (11)

and superimposed into the rows’ inner product value, the index of the largest value
and the second largest value is repeated m times; then, the m indexes of the largest
value and second largest value are calculated and recorded as ti

1 and ti
2, respectively.

Thus, the GRP-DHI hashed code is as follows:

tGRP =
{

ti
1 ∈ [1, q]

∣∣∣i = 1, . . . , m, ti
2 ∈ [1, q]

∣∣∣i = 1, . . . , m
}

(12)
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Using the indexes with the largest and second largest values as the encryption template
has data independence, which is not only independent of the original feature vector, but
also independent of the data projected into the new space; therefore, the original biometrics
cannot be restored just from the index. Therefore, the non-invertibility of this algorithm can
also meet high requirements. Due to the instability of the random matrix, the combination
of two samples with small difference and the random matrix may lead to a change in the
largest index, and we used the largest and second largest indexes as the encryption template
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at the same time, which can reduce the matching error and improve the recognition rate as
much as possible.

Algorithm 2 Dual hashing index based on Gaussian random projection (GRP-DHI) algorithm

Input: Feature vector x ∈ Rd with d dimensions, the multiple of expansion n, the number of
Gaussian random matrices m and the number of Gaussian random projection vectors q.

Output: The hashed code tGRP ∈ [1, q] and tGRP =
{

ti
1, ti

2 ∈ [1, q]
∣∣∣i = 1, . . . , m

}
1 Copy x n times to form an extended feature vector x ∈ Rdn.

2
Apply uniform random permutation to generate x′ and combine x and x′ to form
a two-dimensional feature matrix X.

3
Generate m Gaussian random orthogonal projection matrices.

Wi =
[
Wi

1, . . . , Wi
q

]
, i = 1, . . . , m.

4 Initialize the i-th hashed code ti
1 = 0, ti

2 = 0.

5

The inner product of the two-dimensional feature vector and Gaussian random
orthogonal projection matrix is obtained and superimposed into a row. The
largest index value and the second largest index value of the projection feature
vector are recorded.

6 for k = 1: m
7 xk = Wkx
8 xk = xk

1 + xk
2

9 Find [index] = sort(xk) ind = index(size
(

xk, 2
)
− 1): end

10 Then, ti
1 = ind(1), ti

2 = ind(2) (ind(1) and ind(2) are the indexes of xk)
11 end for

3.2. Matching of GRP-DHI Hashed Codes

GRP-DHI essentially follows the ranking-based LSH, which strives to ensure that two
finger vein vectors with high similarity have a high probability of collision in the rank
domain, while also ensuring that vectors far from each other result in a lower hash collision
probability. Suppose that the following two hash codes exist: the enrolled vector:

te = {te
i |i = 1, . . . , m} (13)

and the query vector:
tq =

{
tq

j

∣∣∣j = 1, . . . , m
}

. (14)

Here, S(te, tq) represents the collision probability of the two hash codes. For example,

P[te, tq] = S(te, tq), i, j = 1, . . . , m (15)

The high collision probability implies a high similarity between te and tq.
The GRP-DHI hash encoded the largest and second largest values of conversion

features into the index representation to achieve the ability to match GRP-DHI hashed
codes. The matching score is the total number of conflicts, which can be found by calculating
the number of “0” entries (conflicts) over m (the total number of items of hashed code)
after subtracting te and tq by element correspondence. Due to the instability of the random
matrix, the maximum index changed when two samples with small differences were
combined with the random matrix. Therefore, to improve the recognition rate, both the
largest and the second largest indexes were introduced (e.g., te

1, te
2 and tq

1, tq
2). The specific

matching process of hashed codes with the largest indexes and the second largest indexes
is shown in Figure 4.

Therefore, when matching, in addition to counting the number of items that are
reduced to “0” by the maximum index of te and the maximum index of tq, the number of
items that are reduced to “0” by the second largest index of tq should also be counted. The
second largest index is the same.
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3.3. Generating a Generic Cancellable Template

GRP-based IoM hashing is generic in the sense that it is applicable to most common
biometrics where the features are in a binary form (e.g., the iris or palmprint) or a fixed-
length vector form (e.g., the face). Due to the internal connection between GRP-DHI and
LSH, GRP-DHI can be expected to extend to other common biometric recognition meth-
ods. After encrypting the original biometrics, the obtained protection template is stored
in the database for later matching and recognition. Then, after the original biometrics
are encrypted, they can be directly stored in a place with higher security level, hidden
and confidential, because the original biometrics are not used in the process of identifica-
tion and matching, which is an effective protection of the original biometrics. Moreover,
our recognition process is matched in the transform domain, that is, the two encrypted
templates match each other without decryption; therefore, the original biometrics are not ex-
posed in the matching process, which provides better protection for the original biometrics.
Our encryption algorithm is non-invertible; therefore, thieves cannot restore the original
biometrics from the encrypted template. However, when the template is destroyed, the
user-specific random seeds can be used to generate a random feature vector and a Gaussian
random matrix to replace the GRP-DHI hash codes, providing the user-specific revocability
of the randomly arranged seeds or random matrices. To evaluate the robustness of a stolen
token, experiments were carried out on multiple objects using the same random token. The
experiments revealed the accuracy performance when a token is stolen.

4. Experiments and Discussions

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, an experiment was conducted
using the PolyU and SDUMLA-FV finger vein databases. Finger veins differ among
different fingers of the same person; consequently, different finger vein images from the
same person may belong to different categories. The PolyU database collected samples of
two different fingers from 156 people, namely, a total of 312 (156 objects× 2 fingers) samples.
There are six finger vein images in each category. The ROI regions and scales were extracted
from all the samples in advance, and the images were normalized to 96 × 64 pixels. The
SDUMLA-FV database contains a collection of six different finger images from 106 people,
forming a total of 636 (106 objects × 6 fingers) images. There are six finger vein images
in each category. Similarly, after pre-processing and scale normalization, the images are
150 × 96 pixels.

The finger vein databases we used are public finger vein image databases, and then we
used the algorithm studied in our laboratory to extract the features, and we performed the
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encryption algorithm based on the extracted features, that is, biometric template protection.
Therefore, this study mainly presents the biometric template protection algorithm.

When generating a cancellable finger vein template, six samples from each class in
each database were used to generate cancellable templates. For the matching protocol,
the PolyU database contains 4680 (312×C2

6) true matches and 48,561 (C2
312) false matches,

while the SDUMLA-FV database contains 9540 (636×C2
6) true matches and 201,930 (C2

636)
false matches. The accuracy of the proposed method was evaluated by the equal error
rate (EER)(%) and the genuine/imposter matching scores. Note that because random
permutation/projection was applied, the EERs were calculated by taking the average EER
after five repetitions.

4.1. Parameters of GRP-DHI

The cancellable template protection method proposed in this paper requires exter-
nal factors and original biological features as input to help the biological features to be
irreversibly transformed. This study proposed duplicating and expanding the original
biological features and replacing them to form a feature matrix. The multiple of expansion
was not arbitrary, and it was not a case of the more the better; therefore, the multiple of
expansion needed to be adjusted. The external factor/token in this study was a Gaussian
random orthogonal matrix. Since the Gaussian random orthogonal matrix was multiplied
by the feature matrix, according to the principle of matrix multiplication, the number of
rows of the matrix was determined, which is the number of columns of the extended feature
matrix. The number of columns of the matrix needed to be adjusted, and the number of
matrices, that is, the number of experiments that needed to be performed, also needed to
be adjusted. Therefore, in this section, the multiple of expansion n, the number of Gaussian
random matrices m and the Gaussian random projection vector, that is, the number of
columns of the Gaussian random matrix q, are tested with interval values, respectively.
The influence of parameter values on the experimental results was observed, and the best
parameters were selected for the following experiments.

To investigate the effects of the parameter n, an experiment was conducted in which
the multiples of expansion were set to 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. The experimental results are
shown in Figure 5a EER(%)-vs.-n, showing that expanding the vector multiple reduces
the EER. This is because when the extended vector becomes longer, it contains more
effective feature information, but the noise involved in the larger number of feature vectors
leads to distortions in the product code. Therefore, the expected performance decreases
as n increases. This result reveals the trade-off between performance and security that
cancellable biometrics face.
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The number of Gaussian random matrices m was varied from 100 to 200, 300, 400, 500
and 600 in the experiment because m is an important factor in determining the accuracy
performance. As shown in Figure 5b EER(%)-vs.-m, experiments on the PolyU database
show that when q is 2, the EER decreases from 0.98 to 0.38% as m increases from 100 to 500.
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This confirms the theory underlying LSH; that is, after hashing, adjacent points are more
likely to fall in the same “bucket” than nearby points are. The concept of the “bucket” in
LSH is similar to that in GRP-DHI, in which the largest and second largest indexes of the
projection vector can be regarded as the quantized output.

The number of Gaussian random projection vectors q was varied from 50 to 100, 150,
200, 250 and 300; however, q had little effect on the EER. As shown in Figure 5c EER(%)-vs.-
q, the experiments on the PolyU database show that when m = 500 and n= 2, EER values
of 0.36 and 0.48% are obtained when q = 50 and 300, respectively. Therefore, when m is
sufficiently large, q can be set to a very small value without significantly reducing the EER,
which results in substantial computing and storage cost reductions.

Through the influence of the above discussed parameters on the experiment, we
can find, in the tuning results, that for the database of the experiment in this article,
we comprehensively analyzed and selected the best parameters, respectively, for n = 2,
m = 500 and q = 50, which can promote better experimental results. When the algorithm
presented in study paper was directly or indirectly applied to other databases or practical
applications, it was also necessary to dynamically optimize the parameters accordingly
and select the most suitable parameters to increase the recognition rate.

4.2. Performance Evaluation

This section tests a token stolen from the PolyU and SDUMLA-FV databases using
the best parameter settings from the previous section. Table 2 shows a comparison of the
experimental results between the proposed scheme and the original template-free and
existing cancellable technologies.

Table 2. Performance accuracy and comparison.

Method Token EER(%) for PolyU EER(%) for
SDUMLA-FV

PG-Gabor [24] same 0.45 1.35
PG-ASAVE [24] same 0.43 1.1

RD [25] same - 1.10
S2DPHC [26] same 16.52 10.31

GRP-based IoM [6] different 0.6057 0.8964
URP-based IoM [6] different 2.6933 2.4642

GRP-DHI same 0.3823 0.6136
GRP-DHI different 0.1893 0.2920

From the results of the above comparative experiments, it can be observed that the
GRP-DHI method proposed in this study achieves a good recognition performance com-
pared with the original finger vein vector, regardless of whether a token is stolen or real. In
addition, there is no significant difference in the recognition effect between a stolen token
and a genuine token sample. This suggests that external tokens may no longer need to
be kept private, which is a considerable advantage. Therefore, the security and privacy
requirements for external tokens can be relaxed. Analysis of the security and privacy is
provided later.

The recognition performance of GRP-DHI is better than that of the existing can-
cellable finger vein template, which can be attributed to its superior finger vein feature
extraction method, feature vector construction method and the good performance of the
GRP-DHI algorithm.

4.3. Time Complexity and Simple Implementation

To calculate the time efficiency of the GRP-DHI algorithm, MATLAB 2016b code
was executed on computers equipped with an Intel CPU i5-7500@3.4 GHz and 16 GB of
RAM. The code was not optimized for the experiments. The average code generation and
matching times were recorded and are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Processing efficiency of the GRP-DHI algorithm.

Stage of Parameter Average Time(s) on Average Time(s) on

Hashed Code m n q PolyU SDUMLA-FV

Enrollment 500 2 100 0.4373 0.3805
One time matching 500 2 100 0.3374 0.3159

Cross-matching 500 2 100 1.1364 1.2112

Due to the need to generate large numbers of independent hashing functions (for
example, m = 500), it takes much less time to use the simple matcher described in the
previous section for matching, but when cross-matching is involved, the time becomes
longer. In addition, due to the permutation problem, the efficiency of GRP-DHI hash code
generation is lower than that of the GRP-based IoM hash code. Overall, for PolyU and
SDUMLA-FV, the average matching time meets the expectations for effective matching.
Simultaneously, the implementation of GRP-DHI is very simple because it involves only
random projection or random permutation, and simple matching can be achieved through
element-by-element subtraction and counting.

5. Security and Privacy Analysis
5.1. Privacy Analysis

Non-invertibility refers to the computational difficulty of recovering finger vein feature
vectors from permutation seeds or random matrices with or without GRP-DHI hashing.
Suppose that an attacker tries to obtain the hash code, token, and replacement seed, and
further, that the attacker understands the inner workings of the GRP-DHI algorithm and its
corresponding parameters. For GRP-DHI expressed in a discrete index form, an adversary
has no clue from which to guess the finger vein feature information (real value feature)
directly from the stolen hashed code. In addition, the attacker knows that the token (the
permutation seed and projection matrix) is also useless in recovering the finger vein feature
vector because no direct relationship exists between the token and the finger vein vector;
thus, the only attack mode is to attempt to guess the real value directly.

In the worst case, it is assumed that the attacker learns the minimum and maximum
values of the finger vein eigenvector x. Taking PolyU as an example, the minimum and
maximum values of the feature vectors are −0.1560 and 0.1572, respectively. Assuming that
the attacker attempts to perform guesses (e.g., −0.1560, −0.1559, −0.1558, etc.) up to the
maximum value of 0.1572, they would need to try 3132 possibilities. In the implementation
of the algorithm, the accuracy is kept to four decimal digits; therefore, the probability of
guessing a single feature point would require an average of 3132 attempts (≈211). Therefore,
a total of approximately 211 × 2462 = 25028 attempts would be needed to recover the 462
feature points. The possibility of correctly guessing single and entire feature vectors is
listed in Table 4. Clearly, this attack approach is computationally infeasible.

Table 4. Complexity to invert single and entire feature vectors.

Database PolyU SDUMLA-FV

Min. value −0.1560 −0.1231
Max. value 0.1572 0.1427

Possibility of single feature point 3132 (≈211) 2658 (≈211)
Possibility of entire feature vector 211 × 2462 = 25082 211 × 2462 = 25082

Attacks via record multiplicity (ARM) are an example of a serious privacy attack.
ARM uses multiple leaked protected templates and can be used to reconstruct the original
biometrics with or without the knowledge and parameters associated with the algorithm.
For GRP-DHI, because the template stored in the database is converted into a rank space
unrelated to the finger vein feature space, it is difficult for ARM to infer the value used
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in the calculation. Therefore, the attack complexity is the same as that of the irreversible
attack in Table 4.

5.2. Security Attack Analysis

Brute-force attacks are a classic type of security attack. Using an exhaustive method
to generate transformed query instances is also called an original image attack or an
impersonation attack. For GRP-DHI implementation, the optimal precision configuration is
m = 500 and q = 100. As the index value of the GRP-DHI hashed code is a number between
1 and 100, the attack complexity for each entry is q = 100 > 26; thus, the complexity inherent
in 500 entries would require 23000 attempts, which is also computationally infeasible.

Unlike ARM for privacy, ARM for other purposes is also a plausible security attack
where multiple compromised protected templates (with or without knowledge of the pa-
rameters associated with the algorithm) are utilized to generate a pre-image instance. In the
experiment, if the order of feature points (not necessarily numerical) and the permutation
seeds are known, the simulated forged eigenvectors can be formed. Therefore, the largest
value and the second largest value generated by the product of the real and forged feature
vectors and Gaussian random matrix may appear in the expected position, which would
damage the system.

The attack complexity of ARM is regarded as the complexity of determining the order
of the feature points in finger vein vectors. For the GRP-DHI implementation in this study,
let x′ = {p1, p2, p3} be the final superposition inner product value and assume that p3 is the
largest characteristic point. The two inequalities p3 > p2 and p3 > p1 can be obtained. By
repeating this process, multiple hashed codes can be obtained, and the attacker can recover
the complete sequence information, such as xa > xc > xb. However, the feature value
contains both positive and negative values, and ARM is only valid for GRP-DHI when the
biometric values are either all negative or all positive. Including mixed symbolic reasoning
in the feature values makes the result uncertain. Therefore, the unequal relationship makes
it infeasible to use ARM as a means of security attack.

Unlike blind guessing on the entire hashed code in a brute-force attack, a false accept
attack (dictionary attack) may require far fewer attempts to gain illegitimate access. Access
is allowed as long as the match score exceeds a certain threshold τ, which can signifi-
cantly reduce the number of attacks needed. A complexity analysis of the GRP-DHI error
acceptance attack is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. False accept attack complexity analysis.

Database τ m τ×m q Min. Attack
Complexity

PolyU 0.38 500 190 100 > 26 21140(230)
SDUMLA-FV 0.61 500 305 50 > 25 21525(225)
Taking the PolyU database as an example, Table 5 shows that when m = 500, q = 100 and

FAR = FRR, the decision threshold τ is 0.38. Therefore, if the minimum number of suc-
cessful access hashed index code entries is τ ×m = 0.38 × 500 = 190 and the number of
projection vectors is q = 100, it is equivalent to an entry requiring more than 26 =

(
2log2 q

)
guesses. Thus, the minimum complexity of the error acceptance attack is 21140, which is not
feasible in actual situations.

Birthday attacks take advantage of the mathematical principle behind the probability
theory of the birthday problem [27]. The attack depends on the higher collision probability
found between a random attack and a fixed degree permutation (the pigeonholes principle).
A birthday attack refers to a situation in which the attacker obtains a large number of
hashed codes from the damaged database. This leads to a reasonable security attack where
at least one conflict can be found between any two of the Nt hashed codes in

Nt � 1 (16)
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For hashed codes with a single entry m = 1, the expected number of attempts to find
the first conflict is

Q(δ) =
√

πδ

2
(17)

where δ is the maximum entry value of the DHI hashed code.
For GRP-DHI, δ = q. Suppose that there are two hashed code conflicts, namely

hi(X) = hi(Y) (18)

where i = 1, . . . , m and h(X), h(Y) ∈ [1, δ].

Finding the collision for element τm would require
( qπ

2
) τm

2 tries. A complexity analysis
of GRP-DHI for the birthday attack is shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Birthday attack complexity analysis.

Database τ m τ×m q
Expected
( qπ

2 )
τm
2

PolyU 0.38 500 190 100 >2102

SDUMLA-FV 0.61 500 305 50 >2158

PolyU 0.06 200 12 100 >242

SDUMLA-FV 0.06 200 12 50 ≈236

As Table 6 shows, the complexity of birthday attacks is smaller by approximately the
square root level compared with the complexity of traditional false acceptance attacks. Si-
multaneously, the attack difficulty is closely related to the selected parameters. For example,
the complexity of SDUMLA-FV is 236, which is not completely safe. However, the complex-
ity can be further increased by enlarging m or reducing τ without affecting the performance
accuracy. In short, full consideration is needed to balance the desired level of security with
the performance requirements by making appropriate parameter adjustments.

5.3. Unlinkability Analysis

According to the unlinkability requirement, multiple templates Ws are generated
from the same biometric vector x and different factors rs, and there is no link between rs.
Verifying the unlinkability benchmark framework of the GRP-DHI algorithm is described
as follows:

(1) Calculate the score distribution model of the GRP-DHI template and mated/non-
mated sample scores. Among them, the mated sample score is the template generated
by the same user using different factors to calculate the similarity matching; non-
mated sample score is a template generated by different users using the same factor
to calculate similarity matching.

(2) The local measure D↔(s) and the global measure Dsys↔
are used to evaluate the unlink-

ability [28], and the unlinkability of the cancellable template is evaluated based on the
calculated results. Dsys↔

∈ [0, 1] is a measure of the complete unlinkability; the closer
Dsys↔

is to zero, the better the unlinkability is.

An unlinkability analysis of GRP-DHI on the two adopted databases is shown in
Figure 6, which shows that the score distribution curves of the mated and non-mated
samples overlap, which means that templates belonging to a given user or to different users
cannot be distinguished. Additionally, the largest value of Dsys↔

= 0.04 (near to 0). Therefore,
the GRP-DHI algorithm satisfies the unlinkability requirement.
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necessary to generate a new template to replace the damaged template. To prove the rev-
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Figure 6. Unlinkability analysis. (a) Unlinkability analysis on PolyU. (b) Unlinkability analysis
on SDUMLA-FV.

5.4. Revocability Analysis

According to the revocability requirement, after a template has been destroyed, it
is necessary to generate a new template to replace the damaged template. To prove
the revocability of the algorithm, the distribution of the genuine score, imposter score
and pairing mate-genuine score were calculated for each database. The steps involved
in calculating the distribution of genuine matching scores were as follows. For each
user, 1000 different templates were generated using 300 different random matrices and
the user’s feature vector 1000 times. The first template was considered to be the leaked
template, while the remaining 999 were considered to be updated templates. Then, a total
of 999 × 312 genuine scores were obtained.

As shown in Figure 7, the distribution of the genuine and imposter scores overlaps
considerably, which verifies that GRP-DHI meets the revocability requirement. As seen
from Table 2, stolen tokens (random matrices) do not significantly impair the performance
accuracy. Therefore, a token in GRP-DHI is used only for revocability; it does not need to
be kept secret from the public.
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6. Conclusions

In this study, a two-factor cancellable finger vein template protection scheme based
on general sorting (GRP-DHI) was proposed. The theoretical proofs and experimental
results show that due to the good characteristics of local random projection, GRP-DHI
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maintains the matching accuracy to a large extent compared with the corresponding
features before transformation. GRP-DHI also meets the cancellable template protection
standard and has strong robustness against the existing major security and privacy attacks
when adjusted properly. Planned future work addresses two directions that could remove
the remaining limitations of the hashing index. The first direction is to extend the work
to an unordered variable-sized representation. The second direction involves integrating
biometric cryptographic primitives, in which the key and privacy disclosure framework
can be combined for privacy protection analysis.
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